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FOREWORD

As a Case Manager or Occupational Therapist, we know that choosing equipment for 
adaptations isn’t always the easiest task. It can be complex to balance varying client 
needs with practical application and still keep an eye on good design and aesthetics.

This guide is designed to offer reliable and specialist help from experts with over 20 
years’ in the industry. Here you will find ten important questions to consider along with 
useful design solutions, placement considerations, recommendations and more. 

Please note: This guide is not exhaustive. If you have a project you would like to discuss 
with our Product Specialists, please give us a call on 01252 758858 or visit 
www.united-care.com and we will be happy to help. 

“At United Care we pride ourselves on our expertise and experience 

of working alongside Case Managers, Occupational Therapists, 

Architects and Contractors to ensure a smooth and cost effective 

installation of your specialist equipment. We work country-wide and 

have over 40 years combined experience in this sector. Whether you 

are a Case Manager or Occupational Therapist this guide is intended to help 

answer key questions concerning Hoisting, Bathing, Showering and Changing Equipment.”

Nick Kent, UK & Export Director   |    OpeMed (United Care) Ltd  

• 
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Ten Questions for Case Managers 
A  G U I D E  T O   S P E C I F Y I N G  H O I S T I N G ,  B A T H I N G ,  

S H O W E R I N G  A N D  C H A N G I N G  E Q U I P M E N T

At what stages you should involve your equipment supplier.

Ideally when room layouts are still being defined. Most 
manufacturers representatives are experienced at   
discussing with architects any final details and how to 
reduce any additional spend. It is quite common for a 
builder or architect to believe expensive additions to the 
structure  (such as steel beams) to support the hoist are 
required, when often they can be avoided if provisions are 
made early enough.

Your manufacturer will normally offer no obligation on-site 
demonstrations of the Hoist, Bath, Showering or Changing 

equipment so the client can see and experience the equipment you will recommend. 

It is beneficial to organise a meeting with the architect, builder and your equipment 
supplier before work starts on the property to ensure all the services and modifications 
are not forgotten. 
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1. What Transfer and Hygiene equipment should be considered?

Transfer and hygiene equipment should be chosen based on both the client now 
and their future expectations. Considerations need to be made for what care will be 
required ( via parent, carer or both). With future expectations in mind, thought should 
be given to future-proof  the clients environment as much as possible (for example 
an H (XY) System for the Ceiling Hoist or a peninsular setting for the bath if care 
agencies are heavily involved and the room allows).

Equipment that requires consideration early on in the project are; Ceiling Hoists, 
Height Adjustable Assisted Baths with or without over-bath Changing Tables, Height 
Adjustable or Fixed Changing Tables, Through Floor Lifts, Assisted WC, and Height 
Adjustable Washbasins.

Figure 1: Range of Specialist Equipment to be considered.
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2. Where in the property should hoisting occur?

The starting point for a Ceiling Hoist system is in the bedroom for transfer from bed to 
chair, or ideally bed to en-suite bathroom, but also consider the lounge, sensory room 
(if applicable) and leisure / commercial areas. 

 Figure 2: Illustration of how Ceiling Hoists can be installed throughout a house, nursing home or respite centre 

In addition, Hoists can also be installed just inside threshold, be it front door or garage. 
A Ceiling Hoist installed by the front door allows for transfer into a chair, whilst a 
Ceiling Hoist installed into the garage allows for transfer from car to wheelchair. Many 
manufacturers can also design a Hoist Gantry with a Portable Hoist for the patio or 
deck area if desired.
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3. What types of Ceiling Hoist are available?

There are three key types of Ceiling Hoist on the market, all serving a purpose according 
to their environment. Ceiling Hoists have fast overtaken floor or mobile hoists as the 
risk of injury and inconvenience of manoeuvring a mobile or floor hoist is significantly 
more than a Ceiling Hoist (particularly a horizontally driven Ceiling Hoist where no 
manual handling is required). 

3.1 PERMANENT CEILING HOIST

Permanent Ceiling Hoists are the most common type of Ceiling Hoists. 
If the Hoist is not intended for regular removal, a permanent Ceiling 
Hoist is the optimum solution. A permanent or fixed Ceiling Hoist 
(sometimes called an Overhead Hoist) has the advantage of being less 
obtrusive and out of the way, charging on the track or a hybrid self 

charging system and incurs less maintenance issues. 

Horizontally powered Ceiling Hoists (sometimes called 4 function 
hoists) have fast become the norm. They negate much of the manual 
handling required, and are very similar in cost to a 2 function Ceiling 
Hoist (powered up and down but manually pulled along the rail) .

3.2 PORTABLE CEILING HOIST

Portable ceiling hoists are lightweight (normally weighing less 
than 6kg) and can be easily unhooked and transported from 
room to room. These Portable Hoists are ideal when there 
are multiple rooms with occasional hoisting. For example, in 
a Case Management scenario, occasional hoisting is maybe 

required near the back door or in a garden room and by sharing a portable Ceiling 
Hoist, one hoist can be used between the two rooms - saving money.

Portable Ceiling Hoists are also useful if there are secondary 
houses, or lifting is required at a relatives house. They can be used 
on fixed ceiling mounted track or a Gantry Track solution. Portable 
Ceiling Hoists are also used in static houses, caravans or outside 
(over hot tubs etc.). 
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3.3 SEMI-PERMANENT CEILING HOIST

A semi-permanent or removable Ceiling Hoist is a new technology 
ideally aimed at occasional use or the Long Term Care Sector when 
a facilities personnel or handyman can simply remove and relocate 
the hoist. This is ideal where a user might be using a certain 
room for some months then another room or location 
for a fixed time (i.e. moves home during school holidays). 

A Semi-Permanent Ceiling Hoist can be easily removed and relocated without the need 
for tools but is not designed for quick instant unclipping like a Portable Ceiling Hoist.

3.4 CHOOSING THE RIGHT SPREADER BAR

Two Point Spreader Bar: The Two Point Spreader Bar is an easy to 
use system, allowing users and carers to hook looped slings onto 
either end with a padded central bar for additional protection.

Manual Cradle: The Manual Cradle is a self balancing cradle that 
moves with the body. As the user is hoisted from a reclined position 
to a seated position, the Manual Cradle naturally follows the user’s 
movement helping to reduce the risk of skin shear to the user.

The Manual Cradle provides the carer with a full view of the user 
offering the carer the chance to remain engaged with the user during 
the transfer.

Powered Cradle: The Powered Cradle is an assisted cradle powered 
by an integrated actuator. The Powered Cradle moves with the body 
and the change of angle, helping to reduce the risk of skin shear to 
the user.

X-Frame Four Point Spreader Bar: The X-Frame Four Point 
Spreader Bar is designed to spread the users weight across four 
individual support arm for each corner of the body. Having this 
feature enables the user to be easily supported without the sling 
becoming bunched above the users head.

Powered Bariatric Cradle: The Powered Bariatric Cradle is an 
assisted cradle powered by an integrated actuator designed to 
work with up to 400kg.  The Powered Cradle moves with the body 
supporting the user and reducing the risk of skin shear.
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4. What hoist track layout is ideal? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

4.1 STRAIGHT RAILS

The obvious hoisting area is above the bed, but remember to consider both sides of 
the bed, if viable. Traditionally above a bed would require a 2 or 3m section of track 
but the cost implication of extending this to cover more of the room is negligible (the 
majority of the cost is the motor and installation, additional track is relatively minor).

If above a bed and a straight rail setup has been chosen, remember to ensure the 
Ceiling Hoist track does not cross the bed closer than 1200mm to the headboard 
facing wall; less than this can risk the user being hoisted too close to the pillow.

Figure 3: Straight track as shown above is a simple cost-effective solution 
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS 
Best practice for ceiling hoist track positioning

800mm minimum 

(1400mm for dual access)

Track minimum 1200mm from 

finished wall to allow drop-off position 

(more may be required)

Minimum 1400mm from side of bed to 

parallel wall to allow transfer. If space is 

restricted, non transfer side of bed can be 

800mm

For flexibility of dual access, track 

should be 3000mm long

1200mm
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4.2 H (XY) SYSTEMS

The ultimate solution for a bedroom would be an H (XY) System that then connects to 
the adjoining bathroom/ wet-room. This then affords freedom of transfer anywhere in 
the room, caters for different carers, and allows for flexibility in the furniture moving in 
the future (e.g. the bed may be changed for a different size or even a different mattress 
in the future may change the position of the hoist to achieve optimum positioning). 

Figure 4: An H (XY) System (or XY) gives flexibility on positioning helping to future proof the rooms

4.3 CEILING HOIST LAYOUT IN THE BATHROOM

Certainly in a bathroom, a H (XY) System comes into its own as it gives safe hoist 
coverage of the bath and/or shower, bath and transfer area. 

If you involve your supplier early on in the planning, this can often be connected 
through to the bedroom (when the door headers are in place this can be a costly 
retro-install, so it’s always better to involve your supplier early on in the process).
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Best practice for ceiling hoist track positioning

Overhang of H System is 300mm.

Moving rail can be up to 8m (diff erent 

depth rails required of over 3m)

H System to cover bed, ideally centrally for dual access, and chair (if 

applicable) and transfer area. Need not go to head of bed if no bedside 

chair in place. Check in connection required to ensuite.

Moving rail will slide to within 

300mm of end of parallel rails

300mm

300mm

Q.
Connection to 

neighbouring room 
required?
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 Figure 5: The optimum solution of an H (XY) System in the bedroom connected to the en-suite bathroom

4.4 LIVING ROOM

In the living room a single straight rail often 
suffices. If you predict furniture might move 
in the future or if there is a bean-bag or floor 
mat area then an H (XY) System (also known 
as an XY system) is more applicable.

4.5 SENSORY ROOMS

If a hoist is being considered with a Sensory or Interactive 
Playroom, think over any possible clashes between the 
projector or specialist equipment and the Hoist. This 
type of room lends itself to an H (XY) System for the 
flexibility in transfer, however we recommend that you 
talk to your provider about how to avoid equipment 
clashes (e.g. the projector mounted on the wall below 
the Ceiling Hoist Track).

Figure 7: A recent Ceiling Hoist installation at a Children’s Hospice in Wiltshire.
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Best practice for room to room ceiling hoist track positioning

Room to room H Systems give the 
ultimate flexibility and transfer options

Figure 6: An XY or H System is a full room covering  system that  

enables users to traverse the whole  room  from one piece of 

equipment to another. 
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4.6 FRONT DOOR

Sometimes we will install a single rail just inside the front door of the house. When 
used with a ramp this enables the family or carer to push the specialist wheelchair to 
the front door, transfer the user into an indoor chair before wheeling them around the 
house, saving an outdoor chair being wheeled onto carpets.

4.7 SWIMMING POOLS OR THERAPY POOLS

Often designers default to an H (XY) System over a 
swimming pool, but considerations should be made 
for where within the Pool the hoist needs to go. If the 
swimmer will always be accompanied by a carer, then 
a straight rail to gain access may be all that is required.  

Ceiling Hoists can also be fitted with infra-red remote control 
which can benefit clients  where wires and cables may get in the 
way. If there is a glass ceiling, overhead hoisting is still an option 
as the Ceiling Hoist track can be wall mounted.

A range of hydrotherapy slings and bathing hoist equipment are available. If a Ceiling 
Hoist is not suitable, there are a range of dockside pool hoists on the market however 
consideration should be made early in the build for these due to the installation and 
the position of the poolside drainage channels.

 
Figure 8: A carefully designed toilet and changing room that leads out into a swimming pool area.
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5. If we are planning to hoist from room to room, what will  
 need  consideration?

As sling technology has advanced, there are different options on how a hoist track 
can pass through from room to room. The earlier you can liaise with the architect or 
equipment provider to communicate your ideas, the better.

For an existing building where there is not much building 
work being done, there is an argument that you keep the 
hoist systems independent in their rooms (e.g. a hoist 
for the bedroom and a separate hoist for the bathroom), 
as the cost of the gate mechanism and retrospectively 
adjusting the door headers is no different to having a 
second motor. The time consuming part will be applying 
the sling, the user can be lowered into a chair pushed 
through to the adjoining room and reconnected.

5.1 DOOR HEADER SOLUTIONS

There are 3 methods of Ceiling Hoist track passing through a 
door header. The ideal solution is to have a taller than normal 
door and the track passing through the door header. This 
prevents noise and light pollution from one room to another 
and is the most compact and aesthetic option. 

The second option is to lower the track to go through an 
existing door header. This option will still minimise light 
pollution from one room to another but will require the hoist 
track to be more obtrusive in the room. 

The third option is to allow room for track and hoist motor 
to pass through to the wall above the door frame. Providing 
enough room for the hoist to travel through the header with 
the track means a larger space is required leaving no barrier 
to prevent sound and light pollution passing between the 
concerning rooms. 

Figure 9: Three options of Door Headers: tall door frames, standard door frames with lowered track and open passage 

door headers. Ideal solution is to have tall door (or doors) allowing track  to form part of the door header
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5.2 POCKET DOORS OR SLIDING DOORS 
 COMPARED TO OTHER DOOR SOLUTIONS

Pocket doors are often highlighted as being the 
optimum solution as they don’t impede on space 
and hence turning circles and transfer areas are not 
infringed upon. However, careful integration needs to 
be made with the Ceiling Hoist track. Working closely 
with a leading Pocket Door manufacturer, United 
Care offer a solution where a special pocket door is 
manufactured to accommodate a Ceiling Hoist track 
passing through.

Other options are to install demi or half doors where the impediment of the door on 
the transfer area is only 400-600mm. This is often a more cost effective route.

Figure 12: Picture above depicts a Ceiling Hoist multi room system, in-conjunction with a Sliding Pocket Door.  

Figure 11: This image demonstrates recessed flush track through our third option for door headers  
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6. What type of Charging Options are there for a Ceiling Hoist?

There are several types of charging options on the market, all requiring a power supply 
at designated positions. These charging options are usually chosen based upon the   
environment in which they are installed and how the Hoist will be most convenient for 
the client. 

6.1 HYBRID OR SELF CHARGING SYSTEMS

Similar to a hybrid car, this is a system where the hoist charges itself whenever in 
use. This allows the hoist to operate over 100 lifts between charging and negates the 
requirement for maintenance heavy permanent charging systems. As well as being 
environmentally friendly, this system uses less power and does not rely on the carer 
returning the hoist to one of many docking stations as regularly.

6.2 PERMANENTLY CHARGING OR TRICKLE  
CHARGE HOISTS

This technology was popular before Hybrid Systems came onto the market. They are 
convenient as charging can occur anywhere along the track, but can be maintenance 
heavy and require a copper or similar strip to run permanently down the track and are 
not ideal for bathrooms or wet environments.

6.3 CHARGING THROUGH THE HAND CONTROL

Common opinion states that this is the least convenient system often found on two  
function Ceiling Hoists. It requires the hand control to reach down and charge on a wall 
mounted bracket. This leaves the hand control open to being damaged if the hoist is 
pulled away from the charging station and relies on the carer plugging the hoist in to 
the wall mounted socket. 

It also relies on cabling and a socket to be visibly mounted on the wall (in a new build 
or refurbishment this can be built into the wall). 
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7. Should I be considering Bathing or Showering?

If space and budgets allow, then a combination of both (a) height adjustable bath with 
an integrated showering surface and additionally (b)  a wet floor area for a tilt-in-space 
showering chair, will offer quick showering, changing and the therapeutic benefits of 
the bathing experience.

If space or budgets don’t allow, choosing between bathing or showering (a tilt-in-space 
shower chair or shower trolley) will depend on the capability and requirements of the 
user. Due to the therapeutic advantages of an assisted Bath, a Bathroom (a) is the 
most common scenario for Case Managers.

Figure 12: Best Practice Considerations for an Assisted Bath
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8. What Bathing Considerations and Options are there?

If Bathing is to be specified the following should be considered:

8.1 TYPE OF BATH

The main types are:

a) baths with seats (for semi ambulant bathers)

b) baths with stretchers integrated (such as the Neatfold stretcher)

c) tilting baths (for semi-ambulant or wheelchair transfer) or 

d) standard height adjustable baths. Most baths of any of these types will be 
specified as height adjustable to minimise the risk of back injury to the carer/ parent.

Remember the bather’s condition might vary, so a bath with a seat might still be specified 
with a ceiling hoist to allow flexibility in the level of support needed and flexibility in the 
space in which the carer and user have to work within. 

  Figure 13: Assisted Height Adjustable Bath with Integrated Neatfold Changing Table

8.2 SIZE OF THE ROOM 

This will often dictate the size of the Bath to be specified. If there is space available 
we would recommend choosing a larger Bath where possible; even for Paediatrics or 
Small Adults as removable foot-boards can be inserted to prevent the patient slipping 
down and provide longevity of use. A larger bath also caters for other family members 
whilst being suitable for a wide range of accessories such as support seats etc. 
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We would also recommend pinch gaps should be accommodated (as per below) to 
allow access to the baths pipework and services.

A bath with an integrated Neatfold changing table is beneficial when space is tight as 
effectively two pieces of equipment are combined into the footprint of one.

8.3 HOW TO POSITION THE BATH

Peninsular is always best if the room is big enough as it allows access both sides of the 
bath for the carer. Remember some carers are right or left handed and there may be 
dressings on a particular side of the bather.

Baths are often positioned against a wall for space, if so a height adjustable bath needs 
a pinch gap of minimum 50mm on the sides and the head end to avoid entrapment 
and depending on the model of the bath, requiring 150mm between the wall and the 
tap end of the bath for services access.

  Figure 14: A standard design showing a bath with seat in an accessible bathroom with a Ceiling Hoist on a H (XY) 

System

 
8.4 SIZE OF THE PATIENT

As discussed earlier, a larger bath is recommended as it accommodates accessories 
such as foot-boards and cushions. These can help to ensure even a relatively long 
bath is suitable even for paediatrics and small adults. There are many bespoke options 
available.
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8.5 POSTURAL ABILITY

Often bathers need extra support or curvature of the spine may warrant inter-bath 
cushions. These are provided by most manufacturers and can be attached with suckers 
and are designed to integrate around spa / light access.

Access in/out of the bath (a bath seat, ceiling hoist or floor hoist) should also be 
considered. If a Ceiling Hoist is not possible and a floor hoist is to be used, ensure 
there is space underneath the bath for the legs of the floor hoist.

8.6 TAPS

Most assisted baths will be specified with TMV2 (for domestic single user use) or TMV3 
taps (for multi person use). Consider if a shower hose is required and confirm  with 
your supplier to ensures there is no clash between the taps and the changing table 
(low profile taps might be used if there is a full sized Neatfold changing table integrated 
with the bath).
 

Figure 15: The Comfortline Hydrotherapy Assisted Bath installed into a Case Manager Project in Bristol
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9. What Showering Considerations should be contemplated?

9.1 TYPES OF SHOWERING EQUIPMENT

Showering can still occur on a Neatfold changing table on top of bath (with the 
advantage of the water draining through to the bath below and keeping the user warm 
whilst lying on the changing surface). 

Alternatively showering can occur on a 
Changing Table (one with a drainage tray), 
on a Shower Trolley (most brands allow 
shallow bathing in as well as showering) or 
a Standard or Tilt-in-Space Shower Chair.

Available as hydraulic or electric height 
adjustable. Folding Height Adjustable 
Changing Tables have the advantage of 
taking up less space when folded away.

Figure 16: The Spray Shower Trolley in bathroom showing a Ceiling Hoist system in adjacent room.

9.2 WHAT SIZE DOES THE SHOWERING  
EQUIPMENT COME IN?

A standard length of 1900mm is common for shower trolleys or changing tables. If 
space is constricted then smaller changing tables or shower trolleys are available (e.g. 
1600mm). However, if space permits,  a longer piece of equipment is preferred to 
allow for user growth and stretching out when being washed.

Tilt in Space Shower Chairs come in a range of 
sizes and styles and can often be tailor made for 
the user.
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10. What Changing Table Considerations need to be made?

Changing Tables (otherwise known as Changing Benches, Nursing Benches, Changing 
Plinths and Shower Tables)  are available in different variations, from wall mounted to 
free-standing, soft to hard surfaces.

10.1 TYPES OF  
CHANGING TABLES

There are two main groups of Changing Tables. Free-standing and Wall-Mounted, but 
within those groups there are other types as outlined below:

Wall-mounted: 

a) Vinyl high-tensile stretchers 

b) Rigid foam or tray tables 

c) Mattress covered tables 

d) Over-bath stretchers
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10.2 WHAT SPACE IS AVAILABLE?

When a Changing Table is an essential part of your clients daily routine, ensuring 
you have the right equipment is paramount. If the changing table is needed 
in a bathroom environment their are several considerations to be made.  

The Changing table in wet conditions:  There are materials better suited to water and 
ways to avoid the carer being splashed (see “What Type of Surface is Required?” ). There are 
also different changing tables available that are more suited to wet or dry environments. 
 
Size of the room: If there is limited space, choosing a wall-mounted Changing 
Table over a free-standing Changing Table can help reduce the footprint and 
space taken up. Wall-mounted Changing Tables can be folded away when not 
used for an elegant storage solution. If space is not limited, use of a free-standing 
Changing Table can be beneficial as it allows carers to get on either side of the client.  
 
Wall structure available: If the walls in the room are a stud wall then  depending 
on what strength is required, reinforcement may be needed. Use of a free-standing 
Changing Table may be more applicable. 

 
Aesthetics / colours: Changing Tables are available in many different aesthetic finishes 
and colours. From a sleek modern finish to having a bright orange or yellow mattress. If 
you are looking for more colourful aesthetics, that will guide you towards the Changing 
Plinths and Changing tables more suited to a dry environment.
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10.3 WHAT TYPE OF SURFACE IS REQUIRED? 

If a firm surface is desired, a table with 
polyurethane foam might be an ideal 
solution. Materials like polyurethane 
foam offer a rigid design with a soft touch 
foam comfort as pictured in figure 16. 
These surfaces are available with a water 
collection tray underneath, a clever design 
which enables the water to be collected 
and re-directed away from carers.

 Figure 17: Pictured above is the 1900mm Nursing Bench 3000

For a less rigid surface, a high tensile vinyl might be more appropriate and more cost 
effective. Supplied with a perforated surface, these allow water to drain but do not 
contain the water outlet. A shower curtain can be obtained and attached to prevent 
some of the splash on the carer.  
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Frequently Asked Questions

Your local product specialist is always on hand to answer your questions and provide 
you with project support. 

If you would like to arrange a no-obligation consultation or product demonstration 
please do not hesitate to contact us on 01252 758 858 or visit www.united-care.com. 

 

MY CLIENT HAS TROUBLE SWALLOWING, DO YOU HAVE A WAY OF SUPPORTING  

THEIR HEAD WHILST TRANSFERRING AND CHANGING?

United Care offer a range of Slings with integral high backed head support that will 
support clients neck and head during transfer. We also offer both free standing and 
wall-mounted Changing Tables with head, neck and back supports allowing proper 
postural positioning.

CAN A BATH BE A DIFFERENT COLOUR?

We have a range of baths that can indeed come in many different 
colours. Some models provide a choice of having a white interior 
and a coloured exterior, or having the whole bath one colour. 

DO YOU HAVE VARIOUS OPTIONS WITH THE BATHS?

United Care offer a wide range of baths that cater for a great amount of different 
needs and requirements and have different enhancements available. Our baths can 
be height adjustable, come with integrated platform lifts and have additional sensory 
options such as integrated speakers, coloured LED lights and hydrotherapy air spa. 
We have a range of different taps, from auto-fill to TMV3 and can provide integrated 
changing tables that bi-fold across the bath.

CAN YOU RECESS TRACK?

United Care Ceiling Hoist Track can be integrated into the 
ceiling and installed recessed/flush. Should this be an element 
for consideration, our Specialists will need to be consulted for 
technical and structural advice. 
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CAN CEILING HOIST TRACK BE A BESPOKE DESIGN ?

Yes, we can apply almost any design to your track to suite the environment and clients 
requirements. We can also make amendments to the track to ensure the optimum 
aesthetics are achieved. Your Product Specialist will be able to discuss with you what 
options are best suited to you and your clients specifications. 

 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A CEILING HOIST ELECTRIC GATE VS. A MANUAL GATE?

No cords hanging down and convenience of power. Use of magnets ensures you don’t 
have to be exact in your positioning as the magnets draws the tracks back together. 
Should you be part way though gate and the client has an episode the magnetic gate 
will allow users to go straight back though gate without requiring the hoist to leave and 
re-enter past any sensors or switches. 

 

IS YOUR HOIST COMPATIBLE WITH WALKING HARNESSES?

Yes but depends on ceiling height, OT200 4-function version (unlike other hoists) can 
be pulled along manually as well. The advantage of this is that the 
user can take some steps then be driven and take some steps again. 
The tape on some hoists, once is reaches 180 degrees, will stop 
the winding/unwinding to prevent the tape getting chewed. Others, 
including the OT200 has a special innovative solution which prevents 
tape getting locked or stuck in the motor, allowing a greater degree of 
angle when in use.

WILL THE CEILING HOIST PICK UP FROM THE FLOOR?

Yes, a Ceiling Hoist will be able to pick up from the floor. If the ceiling is particularly 
high over environments such as a swimming pool, hoisting tape and emergency cord 
extensions can be provided along with a longer length remote. 

WHAT DOES THE CLIENT NEED TO ENSURE THEIR EQUIPMENT IS MAINTAINED?

Hoists in particular need to be LOLER tested every six months if a carer or employed 
person uses the hoist. Other equipment should be serviced annually to ensure they 
are maintained.
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IS THERE A BENEFIT IN HAVING HEIGHT AND SIDEWAYS ADJUSTABLE BASIN BRACKETS?

Yes, Washbasins that can be adjusted according to height 
can prevent strain and are more comfortable for both 
standing and seated users and are especially useful in 
family bathrooms where there could be both.  In typical UK 
sized bathrooms sideways adjustment means space can be 
created by moving the basin allowing carer/transfer room 
where and when required. Most of our Washbasins are modular, you choose the 
basin shape, tap and basin bracket (manual, gas, electric)  to create your own bespoke 
solution.

 

I NEED A CHANGING BENCH ON WHICH TO SHOWER AND CHANGE A GROWING CHILD, 

HE HAS FAMILY MEMBERS AND OTHER CARERS LOOKING AFTER HIS NEEDS?

The flexibility of our height adjustable changing bench will benefit the family members 
and carers as it can be adjusted to a comfortable and safe working height minimising 
risks of back injury, whilst allowing for good transfer heights for growing children.  
Some of our benches have the added benefit of a water collection tray, helping carers 
stay dry when showering.

WHAT IS THE MINIMUM CEILING HEIGHT NEEDED  

TO INSTALL A CEILING HOIST SYSTEM?

Standard recommendation is 2300mm, but depending upon when you contact United 
Care and what type of track is required, we can find solutions for a lower ceiling, for 
example we can install the tracking recessed and flush into the ceiling hiding it from 
view. Our OT200 motor is one of the smallest on the market and we can manufacture 
specialist adaptations for very low ceilings such as in old houses, temporary homes, 
static homes etc.

DOES THE CEILING HOIST TRACK HAVE TO BE EXPOSED BELOW THE CEILING?

No, United Care offer a wide range of tracking solutions and we can mount the track 
into the ceiling where possible. Our track is compact, can be painted to match the 
ceiling and our unique brackets are invisible inside the track for optimum aesthetics.
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CAN THE CEILING HOIST TRACK TRAVEL OVERHEAD THROUGH MORE THAN ONE ROOM?

Yes, United Care offer a wide range of tracking solutions. Our multi-
room gate system allows the user to travel safely from one room to 
another when on a H System (XY). We can also liaise with builders 
and architects to ensure the hoist travels aesthetically through the 
door header.

WHAT WARRANTY DO I GET WHEN I PURCHASE AN UNITED CARE PRODUCT?

All United Care products receive a one year’s Manufacturer Warranty. We also offer 
a one-year, three-year or five-year service agreement, which includes high quality 
servicing by CSCS qualified engineers and ensuring all systems are fully tested and 
commissioned for each individual install as per LOLER and ISO10535. United Care is 
fully accredited to Construction Line, Builders Profile and the latest Health and Safety 
standards.
Other support packages include:

• Single Service Request
• LOLER Test and Certification

Please contact the United Care team to find out more about our servicing packages or 
warranty on 01252 758 858 or email infoUK@united-care.com. 

CAN I HAVE A FREE SITE VISIT?

Yes, our Product Specialists are on hand to provide you with a fully tailored service and 
are happy to arrange with you an on-site consultation. Call 01252 758 858 or email 
infoUK@united-care.com to book your visit. 
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TESTIMONIALS                

 “I have worked with United Care on numerous projects and their knowledge, 
expertise and willingness to go the extra mile are invaluable, particularly 

important in this complex project for Ellie. The combined practical, 
emotional and psychological impact of this suitability designed 
home has been truly incredible for Ellie and her family. This 
adapted environment has allowed Ellie to become independent 
with many activities, including being mobile indoors for the first 

time in her life. She is more lively, active and hugely motivated         
to “catch up” with all the usual life skills and tasks, which were 

impossible in her previous home. The United Care installation and 
equipment has facilitated a full care team to be employed and for Ellie’s 

Mum and brother to look forward to a life of their own, knowing that she is well supported”

Maggie Downs   |    Independent Occupational Therapist

“United Care provided a highly professional service throughout. They 
gave great pre-installation advice to ensure all or our daughter’s 
specialist equipment was seamlessly integrated within our home. 
All their work was finished to a very high standard, we couldn’t be 
more pleased with the quality of their work.”

Rebecca Thursby  |    Quantity Surveyor

WILL YOU PROVIDE A SURVEY AND HELP WITH PRODUCT PLACEMENT?

Absolutely! United Care Product Specialists will happily put 
together a room plan to help you, your Clients and any Architects 
or Builders involved to visualise the project. 

Our specially developed software ‘SurveyPlan’ utilises AR 
technology to capture rooms, show scaled plans and offer 3D 
room mock-ups. This can really make all the difference when 
considering what products will be most suitable for your clients 
needs in the space you have to work with. To find out more visit:  
https://www.united-care.com/about/surveyplan/
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